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Carina Aleckson <carina.aleckson@gmail.com>

Notes from meeting 

Jeff Houston <jhouston@bwisecounsel.com> Tue, Apr 30, 2019 at 7:40 AM
To: Carina Aleckson <carina.aleckson@gmail.com>

Carina,

 

Thank you for the email and the time you took away from your family to talk with us on Sunday.  I know it is a difficult
situation with very strong and diverse views.  After the Executive Board made its out of harmony finding in March, the
ECC Bylaw provisions provide that “the Executive Board of the ECC may then, at its initiative and in communication with
the regional conference, seek to guide the congregation into harmony with the ECC.”

 

With that charge in mind, I presented the framework below.  As I said at the meeting, it was not a “take it or leave it offer”
but contained the elements that are believed necessary to accomplish a return to harmony.  I was, naively perhaps,
hopeful that it would be a starting point for conversation that could resolve issues short of a vote at the Annual Meeting,
but as was often observed at the meeting, we may be so far apart that the conversation cannot even occur.

 

The elements I briefly discuss were as follows:

 

1.       FCCM consents to the Ex. Bd. Out of Harmony conclusion. 

a.      The first element would be an acknowledgement that the findings of the Ex. Bd. expressed in its wri�en
decision are sufficient to conclude that FCCM is currently out of harmony with the ECC.

2.      Withdrawal of all policies that are in contraven�on with the ECC’s discerned posi�on on human sexuality and uphold both the
le�er and spirit of the ECC’s posi�on. 

a.      Ministry involving LGBTQ+ persons within the ECC’s framework is encouraged.  Any doubt by FCCM regarding
an ac�on may be directed to the Ex. Min of Start and Strengthen Churches for a determina�on.  Compliance with
any S&S opinion shall be deemed compliance.

3.      FCCM would s�ll be free to advocate within the framework provided by the Annual Mee�ng to advocate for considera�on,
change or modifica�on of any ECC discerned posi�ons, but unless and un�l such change or modifica�on occurs, FCCM will in both
le�er and spirit follow the ECC’s posi�on.

4.      Any FCCM pastoral staff that are not creden�aled by the ECC must submit to the same ethical guidelines as ECC creden�aled
pastors, including but not limited to not officia�ng in a same sex wedding.

5.      FCCM must support all decisions of the ECC’s Board of Ordered Ministry.

6.      Agreement to modify FCCM’s Cons�tu�on and Bylaws, (with the understanding that such modifica�ons require �me to be acted
upon), to again require FCCM remain in harmony with the ECC.

7.      If the Ex. Bd. finds with a supermajority vote of 66% or more that FCCM has violated this pathway, the ma�er will be taken to
the Annual Mee�ng with FCCM’s Consent to the Ex. Bd.’s prior wri�en findings (#1 above).  The determina�on of a viola�on of this
pathway will also be read into the record.   The ma�er would be taken to a vote of the delegates based upon the record.

a.      There is concern that an agreement had been reached in the past to resolve the issues that was approved by
FCCM leadership, but was subsequently set aside by the church.

8.      This pathway would be in effect for 4 complete annual mee�ng cycles (Gather 2019 through Gather 2022).  If FCCM has fulfilled
all of the above requirements, the OoH case will be closed.
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I hope that this short outline helps in your discussions with the Leadership Team.  As noted, we have a deadline of May
10.  I do appreciate the discussions we had that if we had to part ways, that we part well.  We have no desire to tear down
FCCM and I take Leadership Team’s word that they have no desire to tear down the NWC or the ECC.  We may just have
reached the point where decisions have been made that will mean a different path for both.  We can grieve the place we
find ourselves in, acknowledge the historic place FCCM holds in ECC history and positive impacts your ministries are
making on your community.

 

We will await your decision.

 

jeff

[Quoted text hidden]


